CONSTRUCTION HAND HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

Cambro Mobile Handwashing Station

At off-site catering events, fairs and other venues where running water is not readily accessible, health inspectors take a closer look at hand washing as it is an important, yet often overlooked part of your operation. Being able to wash your hands with soap under warm running water is no longer a point to squirm about when you have Cambro's handwash accessory. Simply strap it onto your existing Camtainer to set up an instant handwash station!

HWAPR - Mobile Handwashing Station With Paper Towel Holder $150
HWATD - Mobile Handwashing Station Multi-Fold Towel Dispenser $190

MarketPro Liquid Hand Soap

164851 - MarketPro White Lotion Hand Soap, 4/1 Gallon $25.95
164531 - MarketPro Pink Lotion Hand Soap, 4/1 Gallon $17.95
164870 - Spartan Antiseptic Hand Soap, 4/1 Gallon $66.25

Classic Medical Liquid Hand Sanitizer

7042DB - Liquid Alcohol-Based Hand Sanitizer 4/1 Gallon $225.85
7005TF - 3 Pack of Empty 8 OZ Foam Pump Bottles $12.99

Roll & Multifold Paper Towels

166289 - Marcal Kitchen Roll Towel, 2-ply, 30/70 $19.95
166122 - Marcal Multifold Towel, Brown, 16/250 $16.95
166123 - Marcal Multifold Towel, White, 16/250 $21.95
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